Listen and Learn

The IHM Sustainability Education Series now has a Listen and Learn component. Visitors have the option of using audio phones to listen to recordings describing campus features that highlight what the IHM Sisters call their “learning lab for sustainability.” The menu for the audio tours is listed on the back. Numbers on the menu refer to specific audio tracks.

St. Mary Organic Farm and River House guests may use the equipment for self-guided tours. Guests for the Green House tours will also have the opportunity to use the audio phones and will be accompanied by a docent.

River House guests contact riverhouse@ihmsisters.org; 734-240-5494.

St. Mary Organic Farm guests contact Margaret Ann Henige, IHM at mahenige@ihmsisters.org; 734-240-8124.

For Green House Tours contact Sharon Venier at svenier@ihmsisters.org; 734-240-9754.
IHM Sisters Today

We, the IHM Sisters of Monroe, are Catholic women bound together in faith. We follow a call rooted in our founders’ mission – to respond to the world’s most pressing needs. As the needs of the times change, so we adapt our ministries.

Today’s challenge is unprecedented in scope. Human progress has come at the expense of the entire community of creation.

The cry of our times compels us to embrace a spirituality of kinship that includes all living beings. We recognize the interdependent nature of all members of the Earth community and understand that justice for the Earth is inseparable from justice for those who are poor and excluded.

We serve God as disciples of Jesus. We work for the common good. We question decisions and behaviors that devastate and divide the community of Earth. We minister as educators and caretakers of the Earth and of one another.

Today we are called to speak for the voiceless, to celebrate the diversity within our unity and to educate for citizenship on our planet.